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\textbf{Abstract.} Traditional summarization initiatives have been focused on specific types of documents such as articles, reviews, videos, image feeds, or tweets, a practice which may result in pigeonholing the summarization
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task in the context of modern, content-rich multimedia collections. Consequently, much of the research to date has revolved around mostly toy problems in narrow domains and working on single-source media types. We argue that summarization and story generation systems need to re-focus the problem space in order to meet the information needs in the age of user-generated content in different formats and languages. Here we create a framework for flexible multimedia storytelling. Narratives, stories, and summaries carry a set of challenges in big data and dynamic multi-source media that give rise to new research in spatial-temporal representation, viewpoint generation, and explanation.
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1 Introduction

Social Multimedia [1] has been described as having three main components: content interaction between multimedia, social interaction around multimedia and social interaction captured in multimedia. Roughly speaking, this describes the interaction between traditional multimedia (photos and videos), mostly textual annotations on that media, and people interacting with that media. For almost a decade, fueled by the popularity of User-Generated Content (UGC), the bulk of research [2–8] has focused on meaningful extraction from any combination of these three points. With modern advancements in AI and computational resources [9,10], we now realize that multimedia summarization and story telling has worked in isolated silos, depending on the application and media (object detection, video summarization, Twitter sentiment, etc.); a broader viewpoint on the whole summarisation and reduction process is needed. Consequently, this realization gives rise to a second set of research challenges moving forward. In this paper, we revisit and propose to reshape the future challenges in multimedia summarization to identify a set of goals, prerequisites, and guidelines to address future UGC. Specifically, we address the problems associated with increasingly heterogeneous collections both in terms of multiple media and mixed content in different formats and languages, the necessity and complexities of dense knowledge extraction, and the requirements needed for sense making and storytelling.

2 Related Work

Summarization problems. Content summarisation problems arise in different application domains and are a long-standing interest of the natural language processing, computer vision, and multimedia research communities. Summarising long segments of text from a single or multiple documents is often done with extractive techniques, on which extensive surveys exist [11]. The problem of summarising image collections arises when there are e.g. large amounts of images from many users in a geographic area [12,13], or about a particular social event [14], or when it is necessary to generate a summarizing description (caption) [8]. Similarly, it is often needed to shorten or visualize long video
sequences. Early solutions for video-to-image summarisation include automatic story-boards [15] and video summaries in forms of manga comic-book layout [16]. Audiovisual video summaries involve the processing of both audio and visual channels through e.g. joint optimisation of cross-modal coherence [17], or matching of audio segments [18]. In recent years, researchers have explored the summarization of ego-centric or surveillance videos by detecting important objects and actions [19] or constructing a map of key people in a known environment [20]. In the last decade, research on video summaries for real-world events increasingly focused on large-scale social events reported online [18,21]. This position paper examines the summarization problem more broadly, taking a step back from one particular media format to be summarized, and targeting a large range of applications.

Relevance criteria for summarization. Early approaches to information retrieval (IR) and summarization focused on relevance of the content presented to the user. However, by the end of 90s the community realized that users prefer diversified search results and summaries instead of results lists produced based on relevance criterion only [15]. While the application domains varied, since then most summarization approaches focused on finding a balance between relevance, representativeness and diversity. The Informedia project is one of the best known early examples following such paradigm in addressing, amongst others, the problem of video summarization [22]. However, as users may be more sensitive to irrelevant than (near) duplicate items, enforcing diversity without hurting relevance is very challenging. This is witnessed by a large body of research on e.g. image search diversification [23–27]. Social multimedia summarization has further found its way in diverse applications ranging from personalized tweet summarization [28] to visual summarization of geographic areas and tourist routes [12,13,23,29] for POI recommendation and exploration. With the increased availability of affordable wearables, in recent years lifelogging has started gaining popularity, where the goal is to generate a diary or a record of the day’s activities and happenings by creating a summary or a story from the video/image data gathered [30,31]. Progress has been made in summarizing heterogeneous user-generated content with regards to relevance, representativeness, and diversity [15]. However, relevance criteria and their interplay may be much more complex than commonly assumed [12] and, in case of visual content, include additional factors such as content popularity, aesthetic appeal and sentiment. Thus we call for rethinking the foundations of summarization and storytelling.

Benchmarks and formalization efforts. For almost two decades, common datasets, tasks, and international benchmarks fuelled research on summarization and storytelling [32–34]. A typical task involved automatically generating a shorter (e.g. 100-word) summary of a set of news articles. TRECVID BBC Rushes summarization was probably the first systematic effort in the multimedia and computer vision communities focusing on video summarization [35]. The task involved reducing a raw and unstructured video captured during the recording of a TV series to a short segment of just a couple of minutes. Another well-known
example is the ImageCLEF 2009 Photo Task, which revolved around image diversification [25]. The participants were expected to produce image search results covering multiple aspects of a news story, such as the images of “Hillary Clinton”, “Obama Clinton” and “Bill Clinton” for a query “Clinton”. Image search diversification has also been a topic of an ongoing MediaEval Diverse Social Images Task, run annually since 2013 [27].

![Fig. 1. Pipeline of our proposed framework for generating narratives, stories and summaries from heterogeneous collections of user generated content and beyond.](image)

Although many people intuitively understand the concept of summarization, the complexity of the problem is best illustrated by the difficulties in even unequivocally defining a summary [36]. So, instead of focusing on strict definitions, most benchmarks took a pragmatic approach by conducting either intrinsic or extrinsic evaluation [32]. In intrinsic evaluation an automatically generated summary is compared directly against a “standard”, such as summaries created by the humans. On the other hand, extrinsic evaluation measures the effectiveness of a summary in fulfilling a particular task as compared with the original set of documents (e.g. text, images or videos). Over the years many interesting metrics for evaluating (text) summaries were proposed, such as recall-oriented understudy for gisting evaluation (ROUGE) [37], bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) [38] and Pyramid Score [39]. Some of these were later on successfully adapted to the visual domain [12, 40]. These initiatives had an impact on the progress in the field of summarization. However, their almost exclusive focus on a single modality (e.g. text or visual) or language and the traditional tasks (e.g. text document and video summarization or search diversification) does not reflect the richness of social multimedia and the complex use cases it brings.

3 Proposed Framework

First, we take a step back and look at a media-agnostic birds-eye view of the problem. We therefore imagine a generic framework that follows the requirements
as driven by the user, instead of the technology. Figure 1 shows an overview of the concept, which follows the standard pattern of a media pipeline along the “ingest,” “extract,” “reify” paradigm. The goal of the framework is to create a story for the user, who is querying for information using a set of relevance criteria. Before doing that, we assume the user has configured the framework somehow, e.g. to choose some visualization template and define basic properties of the story. We then assume a tool that would query a set of sources from the Internet or elsewhere, download (“ingest”) the data, “extract” relevant information and then “reify” it in a way that it can be added into some standardized Knowledge Representation (KR). The knowledge representation would then, in connection with the initial configuration, be used to create the final story. We will next discuss technical and other challenges to be addressed by the community in order to put flesh onto our bare bones framework.

3.1 Challenges and Example Application Domains

A framework for holistic storytelling brings a new set of research challenges and also reshapes some of the more traditional challenges in UGC. We identify these as storytelling challenges which include handling of time/temporality/history, dynamic labeling of noise, focused story generation, tailoring to impartiality or a viewpoint, quality assessment and explainability as well as UGC challenges which include ethical use, multi source fusion, multilinguality and multimodality, information extraction, knowledge update and addition of new knowledge, staying agnostic to specific application, supporting various types of open data, portability and finding a balance between depth and breadth. We now describe a set of application domains that illustrate some of the aforementioned challenges.

**Smart urban spaces.** Increased availability of open data and social multimedia has resulted in the birth of urban computing [41] and created new possibilities for better understanding cities. Although spontaneously captured, social multimedia may provide valuable insights about geographic city regions and their inhabitants. For example, user-generated content has been used to create summaries of geographic areas and tourist routes in location recommendation systems [12,13]. Sentiment extracted from social multimedia, in combination with neighborhood statistics was also proven invaluable for a more timely estimation of city livability and its causes [42]. Similarly, when looking for signs of issues such as neighborhood decay or suboptimal infrastructure, city administrators are increasingly monitoring diverse UGC streams, ranging from social media and designated neighborhood apps to data collected by mobile towers and wearables. Efficient approaches to summarization and storytelling are needed to facilitate exploration in such large and heterogeneous collections.

**Business intelligence.** User generated content is a valuable source of information for companies and institutions. Business information can be obtained by analyzing what the public is saying about a company, its products, marketing campaigns and competitors. Traditionally business intelligence relied on facts and figures collected from within the organisation, or provided by third-party
reports and surveys. Instead of surveys, direct feedback can be obtained by listen-
ing to what people are saying on social media, either directed at their own social
circle, or directly at the company in the case of web care conversations. Content
can consist of textual messages or videos, for example product reviews. Besides
the volume of messages, the sentiment of messages is important to analyze into
positive and negative aspects. The amount of user generated content can easily
add up to thousands of messages on a single topic, so summarization techniques
are needed to efficiently process the wealth of information available [43].

Health and Wellness. There is a wealth of data about our health and well-
ness which is generated digitally on an individual basis. This includes genomic
information from companies like 23andme\(^1\) which uses tissue samples from indi-
viduals to generate information about our ancestry as well as about our possible
susceptibility to a range of inherited diseases. We also have information about
our lifestyles which can be gathered from our social media profiles and informa-
tion about our physical activity levels and sports participation from any fitness
trackers that we might wear or use. When we have health tests or screening
we can have indications of biomarkers from our clinical tests for such things
as cholesterol levels, glucose levels, etc. We have occasional once-off readings of
our physiological status via heart and respiration rates and increasingly we can
use wearable sensors to continuously monitor glucose, heart rate etc. to see how
these change over time. From all of this personal sensor data there is a need
to generate the “story of me”, telling my health professional and me how well
or healthy I am now, whether my health and wellness is improving or is on the
slide, and if there’s anything derived from those trends that I should know.

Lifelogs. In this use case a large amount of first-person ethnographic video or
images taken from a wearable camera over an extended period of days, weeks,
months or even years, has been generated. Such a collection may be augmented
and aligned with sensor data such as GPS location or biometric data like heart
rate, activity levels from wearable accelerometers or stress levels from galvanic
skin response sensors. There is a need to summarize each day’s or week’s activ-
ities to allow reviewing or perhaps to support search or browsing through the
lifelog. Summaries should be visual, basically selecting a subset of images of
videos, and applications could be in memory support where a summary of a day
can be used to trigger memory recall [44]. In this case the visual summary should
incorporate events, objects or activities which are unusual or rare throughout
the lifelog in preference to those which are mundane or routine like mealtimes,
watching TV or reading a newspaper which might be done every day [45].

Field study/survey. The relevance of consumer-produced multimedia often
transcends the reason for creating and sharing it. As a side effect this informa-
tion could be used for field studies of other kinds, if it can be retrieved in a timely
fashion. The framework we propose could enable empirical scientists of many dis-
ciplines to leverage this data for field studies based on extracting required infor-
mation from huge datasets. This currently constitutes a gap between the elements

\(^1\) http://www.23andme.com.
of what multimedia researchers have shown is possible to do with consumer-produced big data and the follow-through of creating a comprehensive field study framework supporting scientists across other disciplines. To bravely bridge this gap, we must meet several challenges. For example, the framework must handle unlabeled and noisily labeled data to produce an altered dataset for a scientist who naturally wants it to be both as large and as clean as possible. We must also design an interface that will be intuitive and yet enable complex search queries that rely on feature and statistics generation at a large scale.

**Entertainment.** Multimedia summarization and storytelling can also serve to fulfill a pure entertainment need. Respective approaches could, for instance, support event-based creation of videos from pictures and video clips recorded on smart phones. To this end, they would automatically organize and structure such user-generated multimedia content, possibly in low quality, and subsequently determine the most interesting and suited parts in order to tell the story of a particular event, e.g., a wedding. The multimedia material considered by such an event-based storytelling approach is not necessarily restricted to a single user, but could automatically determine and select the best images/scenes from the whole audience at the event, or at least those choosing to share material.

### 3.2 Use Cases

When rethinking the requirements, we primarily analyzed two types of use cases: summarization and storyboarding.

**Summarization** has traditionally involved document summarization, i.e. reducing pieces of text into a shorter version, and video summarization, where multiple or long videos are reduced to a shorter version. As data is increasingly available in many modalities and languages, it is possible to generate a multilingual and multimodal summary according to the user’s information request. Large events such as elections or important sports competitions are covered by many channels, including traditional media and different social media. New directions for summarization include interactive summaries of UGC opinions or sentiment-based data visualization, and forecasting including prediction of electoral results, product sales, stock market movements and influenza incidence [46]. Getting an overview of a certain music genre or style requires algorithms capable of identifying the most representative and important music [47–49], which should ideally also take cultural aspects into account when analysing meaning of a genre [50].

A **storyboard** is a summary that conveys a change over time. This may include a recount of the given input in order to tell an unbiased story of an event, e.g. the Fall of the Berlin wall or the Kennedy murder. It may also aim to present or select facts to persuade a user to perform a particular action or change opinion, e.g. pointing out the likely murderer in the Kennedy case. If the input is open-ended, the summary may be structured by background information, e.g. a composite clip giving a visual summarization of an event (such as a concert, a sports match, etc.) where the summarized input is provided by those attending the event but the story is structured according to a timeline given by background information.
4 Prerequisites

Once user generated content has been gathered, extracted, and reified, it should be expressed in a KR. This is a step prior to the generation of stories and summaries which aims to describe the information of interest following a representation formalism. Some of the knowledge representation formalisms widely adopted in the multimedia community are Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Knowledge Graph. The selection of one approach over the others is tightly connected with the purpose of the summary/story and the technique used for its construction. This means that knowledge must be represented using a language with which the Story Generation Engine can reason in order to satisfy complex relevance criteria and visualization requirements (templates) specified by the users. These relevance criteria and visualization requirements imply a set of desired properties on the data and KR, as well as the end result presented to the user, which are fundamental for summarization and storytelling.

4.1 Data Representation Properties

Complex user information needs and the relevance criteria stemming from them require novel (multimodal and multilingual) data representations. In Table 1 we list some critical prerequisites they should fulfill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data representation properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single (\equiv) Distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled (\equiv) Unplanned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity-driven (\equiv) Latent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical (\equiv) Virtual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (\equiv) Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal (\equiv) Public/Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent (\equiv) One-off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent (\equiv) Cascaded</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time: The “events” described by a story could have very different properties. For example, an event could be scheduled (e.g. Olympic Games) or unplanned (e.g. a terrorist attack). In the former case relevance criteria and the visualization templates could be easier to foresee, but an effective data representation should accommodate the latter use case as well. Similarly, the events could have a longer (e.g., studies abroad) or shorter (e.g., birthday) duration. Finally, data representation should ideally accommodate both recurrent and once off events.

Location: Although multimedia analysis has found its way in modeling different aspects of geographic locations [13,27,51], most related work addressed specific use cases and little effort has been made in identifying general “spatial” criteria.
underlying data representations should satisfy. In this regard, the representation should account for the events occurring at a single (e.g. rock concert) or distributed location (e.g. Olympic Games). In both cases those locations can be further physical or virtual. On the other hand, the events of interest can be personal or public/shared. While in the former case the content interpretation and relevance criteria may have a meaning for a particular individual only, the later is usually easier to analyze due to a higher “inter-user agreement”. Finally, data representation should be designed with the awareness that the aforementioned types of events could additionally be independent or cascaded.

**Observed:** In many analytic scenarios the summaries and stories presented to the user contain well-defined named entities, i.e. topics, people, places and organizations. An example would be a well-structured news article covering a political event. Yet the topics of interest may be latent, which is particularly common in social media discussions. For example, a public servant sifting through millions of social media posts in an attempt to verify an outbreak of a new virus may be interested in various unforeseen and seemingly unrelated conversations, which together provide conclusive evidence. Therefore, a good data representation should ideally provide support for both.

4.2 Knowledge Representation Properties

Building on best practices from the semantic web community, the results of ingestion, extraction and reification (cf. Fig. 1) should be further organized in a knowledge representation. Example candidates include RDFs and knowledge graph. The KR should be flexible enough to allow for temporal, spatial and observed properties of the events discussed in Sect. 4.1. It should further support both implicit and explicit relations between the items, as well as their modification “on the fly” (cf. Table 2). The events and their building blocks could further be independent and correlated/causal. To facilitate a wide range of possible relevance criteria as well as their complex interplay, the KR should also include notions of importance, representativeness and frequency. Finally, the content interpretation and user information needs can be specified at different semantic levels, which in case of multimedia range from e.g. term or pixel statistics, semantic concepts, events and actions to the level of semantic theme and complex human interpretations involving aesthetic appeal and sentiment. Supporting a wide range of relevance is therefore a necessary condition for facilitating creation of effective and engaging summaries and stories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge representation properties</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implicit ⇔ Explicit</td>
<td>Independent ⇔ Correlated/Causal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness/Representativeness</td>
<td>Support for different semantic levels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Story Properties

Given the content, data and KRs and the user information needs, the output of the pipeline depicted in Fig. 1 is the story (or summary) presented to the user. Below we enumerate a number of criteria an ideal set of “story templates” should satisfy (see Table 3). A story should satisfy both functional (e.g. fulfilling a purpose) and quality (e.g. metrical) requirements [32]. The importance of a particular requirement should ideally be learned from user interactions. The system should further support self-contained/interpretable and stepping-stone/connector type of summaries. While the former by itself provides an insight into a larger multimedia item or a collection, the later serves a goal further on the horizon, such as faster collection exploration. Additionally, the design should accommodate both succinct and narrative, as well as abstractive and generative stories. With regard to the input and output modalities and languages, support should be provided for modality-preserving and cross-modal and/or cross-lingual use-cases. In many scenarios, user information needs can be satisfied with a static story. However, the size and heterogeneity of a UGC collection as well as the complexity of user information needs make interactive summarization and storytelling increasingly popular. Depending on the information needs, a factual or stylistic summary may be desirable, which is why the system should support both flavors and perhaps allow for interactive learning of their balance. Finally, while a generic story may be sufficient for some, personalization should also be supported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Story properties</th>
<th>Modality-preserving</th>
<th>Cross-modal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional ⇔ Quality</td>
<td>Modality-preserving ⇔ Cross-modal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-contained ⇔ Stepping-stone</td>
<td>Static ⇔ Dynamic/Interactive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succinct ⇔ Narrative</td>
<td>Factual ⇔ Stylistic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstractive ⇔ Generative</td>
<td>Generic ⇔ Personalized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion

Motivated by an observation about discrepancies between state of the art research on the one hand and the increasing richness of user generated content and the accompanying complex user information needs on the other, we revisit the requirements for multimedia summarization and storytelling. We reiterate the importance of summarization and storytelling for facilitating efficient and appealing access to large collections of social multimedia and interaction with them. Our proposed framework identifies a set of challenges and prerequisites related to data and KR as well as the process of their creation, i.e. ingestion,
extraction and reification. We further make an inventory of the desirable properties a story should have for addressing a wide range of user information needs. Finally, we showcase a number of application domains and use cases that could serve as the catalyst for future research on the topic.
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